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Details of Visit:

Author: MrCunnilingus
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 6 Feb 2009 17:00
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Blue Ice
Phone: 07818265018

The Premises:

Blue Ice is well reported on.

The Lady:

Brunette with a fairly pretty face. Said she was 30 and I could believe it. She was a bit on the
chunky side.

The Story:

I went to Blue Ice hoping to see Charlie, but as she was busy I was introduced to the two other
ladies. Both seemed nice and finding that Charlie would be half an hour I decided to spend half an
hour with Tiffany.

This was the first mistake. I don?t normally go into details about my punts but I am going to make
an exception in this case.

I went to the toilet and when I returned to the room I found Tiffany waiting for me. She asked me
what I want and on hearing that I wanted a GFE, I was immediately told that this would be extra,
now as anyone who has visited this fine establishment knows a full GFE is the normal, extras ?
OWO, CIM and Anal. Knowing this I pointed out that I had never had to pay extra before, to which
she back tracked and said a full GFE to her included OWO and kissing with tongues (which is also
not an extra). At this point I should have walked out and waited to see Charlie.

However I stayed, opting to not have a massage (as is my want) I settled down for some kissing
and mutual fondling. I honestly think kissing my grandmother would have been more erotic and as
for the ?mutual fondling? I have never found arm rubbing that arousing!!!

Anyway ever eager to salvage a bad punt I proceeded to reverse oral, which was the only part of
the punt which was any good, after she had climaxed in a real porn star manner, it was on with the
rubber and a brief blowie, then a brief girl on top followed by an attempt at doggie which was given
up as a bad job quite quickly, a brief session of missionary and at this stage I was offered hand
relief.

I said let?s try O again which was going fairly well until she abruptly declared she was going to
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finish me of by hand. This did eventually finish me off but for the first time ever I was thinking about
other more enjoyable sessions with other women just to get through this, rather then thinking about
work to try to prolong the event.

On leaving the receptionist asked if I had been rushed so I related this story to her and she was
very apologetic about the whole thing.

I have to state for the record here that I have been to Blue Ice many times and seen numerous
ladies and I have always been more than satisfied by the service provided. I do not want people to
think that this lady is any way typical of the ladies at Blue Ice because she is not. I am only writing
this to warn anyone that, if by any misfortune this lady is still working at Blue Ice and you have the
choice between her and self-abuse ? abuse away.
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